R778L, H1069Q, and I1102T mutation study in neurologic Wilson disease.
There is paucity of the studies on mutations in neurologic Wilson disease (WD) in India. We studied H1069Q, R778L, I1102T mutations in 26 patients with neurologic WD from 25 families in north India. The basis of diagnosis of neurologic WD was clinical, Kayser-Fleischer (KF) ring, and ceruloplasmin. Data collected included: family history, clinical characteristics, laboratory data, ultrasound findings, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) findings, and severity of the disease. DNA was isolated from venous blood and subjected to H1069Q, R778L, and I1102T mutation study. The age range was 5-41 years. Family history was present in 8 patients. The H1069Q, R778L, and I1102T mutations were absent in all the patients and in 16 parents and siblings. Severity of the illness was related to the extent of MRI changes but not with age of onset and hepatic involvement. H1069Q, R778L, and I1102T mutations were absent in our patients, which may be due to genetic and ethnic heterogeneity and further studies are required.